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FOREWORD
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that this line appears new & complete & full formed & clear 
& perfectly distinct is an illusion a lie a betrayal a trick of 
the light that it has been cast down & broken & gathered & 
mended is nearer the truth that it is an arbitrary juncture in 
the process of endless reassembly is as good a definition as 
any as good bad indifferent as any
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BEGIN
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where do i begin 
father 
grandfather 
ancestor

begin here 
four & a half decades ago 
the bones cast 
a name given 
yours 

this body 
this clot of muscles & blood 
skin & nerves 
 
but surely there were other forms 
other faces of the dice
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how far can you cast your mind back 
as far as that hill ridge 
or the next 
 
begin with cold 
a burning cold 
 

tell me where the cold lives

north of here 
the far back of hills 
nival rivers 
cryotic soils

& what is it  
this cold
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it comes & it goes 
a huge white animal 
an unceasing hunger 
a quenchless thirst

but surely there are other forms 
other faces

whatever form it takes 
it is always the same 
do not cast yourself in its way 
it will take you to your death

& to my beginning

that also
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DARK


